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Length  12^  inches,   extent  of   wings  16;   bill   along  the  ridge  1^,   along  the
gap  If;   tarsus  1£,   middle  toe  li.

Adult   Female.

The   female   differs   chiefly   in   wanting   the   black   streaks   on   the   throat,   in
having   the   lunulated   spot   on   the    breast   smaller,   and   in   being   somewhat
duller  in  the  tints  of  the  plumage  generally.

Dimensions  nearly  the  same.
An  adult  male  preserved  in  spirits  has  the  interior  of  the  mouth  as  in  the

other   species,   its   width   5^   twelfths;   the   posterior   aperture   of   the   nares
oblongo-linear,   6   twelfths   in   length.   The   tongue   is   1   inch   5   twelfths   long,
1-|  twelfths  in  breadth  at  the  base,  gradually  narrowed  toward  the  end,  with
a   small   horny   rather   blunt   tip,   on   which   are   two   series   of   small   reversed
pointed   papillae.   The   horns   of   the   hyoid   bone   are   recurved   in   the   usual
manner,   and  extend  to   the  right   nasal   membrane,   to   which  their   sheath  is
attached.  The  other  apparatus  connected  with  the  tongue  is   the  same  as  in
the   Ivory-billed   Woodpecker.   The   pyramidal   or   salivary   glands   are   very
large,   extending  half   an   inch   beyond  the   articulation   of   the   lower   jaw.   The
oesophagus   is   4   inches   long,   of   moderate   width.   The   proventriculus   is   very
much  enlarged,   as   in   the  other   species,   its   greatest   width  being  8   twelfths.
The  stomach  is   a  muscular  gizzard  of   moderate  size,   its   right  lateral   muscle
twice   as   large   as   the   left,   the   tendons   very   large;   the   epithelium   strong,
longitudinally   rugous,   and   reddish-brown.   In   the   stomach   are   grains   of
maize,   seeds   of   grasses,   and   insects.   The   proventricular   glands   are   very
small,  and  form  a  belt  9  twelfths  in  breadth  at  the  right  side,  but  narrower
toward   the   left.   The   intestine   is   15   inches   long,   from   3   twelfths   to   2\
twelfths  in  width.     There  are  no  cceca.     The  cloaca  is  large  and  elliptical.

The  trachea  is   2   inches  9   twelfths   long,   1|   twelfths   in   breadth,   consider-
ably flattened,  its  rings,  which  are  well  ossified,  90  in  number,  with  2  addi-

tional dimidiate  rings.  The  muscles  are  as  in  the  other  species;
but   the   glosso-laryngeal   differ   very   considerably   in   their   inser-

tion, as  is  represented  by  the  accompanying  figures,  in  which
^f   they   are   seen   before   and   behind.   They   come   down   parallel

to  each  other,  as  far  as  the  commencement  of  the  thyroid  bone,
then  diverge,  each  of  them  passing  toward  its  own  side,  winding
behind  the  trachea,   crossing  it   at   the  back  part,   reappearing  in
front   at   the   opposite   side,   and   crossing   obliquely   to   the   other

side,   thus  forming  a  figure  of   eight,   and  finally  inserted  at   its   back  part  at
the   distance   of   9   twelfths   from   the   tip   of   the   thyroid   bone.   The   bronchi
are  of  moderate  length,  narrow,  of  15  half  rings.

There  is  a  very  curious  gradation  in  the  degree  of  elongation  of  the  horns
of   the   hyoid   bone   in   the   different   American   Woodpeckers,   some   of   which
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consequently  have  the  power  of  thrusting  out  their  tongue  to  a  much  greater
extent  than  others.     Thus:

In   Picus   varius,   the   tips   of   the   horns   of   the   hyoid   bone   reach   only   to
the  upper  edge  of  the  cerebellum,  or  the  middle  of  the  occipital  region.

In  Picus  pub escens,  they  do  not  proceed  farther  forward  than  opposite  to
the  centre  of  the  eye.

In  Picus  principalis,   they  reach  to  a  little  before  the  anterior  edge  of   the
orbit,  or  the  distance  of  -|  inch  from  the  right  nostril.

In   Picus   pileatus,   they   extend   to   half-way   between   the   anterior   edge   of
the  orbit  and  the  nostril.

In   Picus   erythrocephalus,   they   reach   to   3   twelfths   of   an   inch   from   the
base  of  the  bill.

In   Picus   tridactylus,   they   reach   the   base   of   the   ridge   of   the   upper
mandible.

In  Picus  auratus,   they  attain  the  base  of  the  right  nasal   membrane.
In   Picus   canadensis,   they   curve   round   the   right   orbit   to   opposite   the

middle  of  the  eye  beneath.
Lastly,   in   Picus   villosus,   they   receive   the   maximum   of   their   develop-

ment, and,  as  represented  in  the  accompanying  figures,  curve  round  the
right  orbit,  so  as  to  reach  the  level  of  the  posterior  angle  of  the  eye.  Fig.  1
is   a   lateral   view   of   the   parts,   shewing   the   hyoid   bones   curving   round   the
eye.     Fig.  2  shews  these  bones  as  viewed  from  above.
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described   and   figured   as   forming   distinct   species   themselves.   I   have   shot
dozens   of   young   Woodpeckers   in   this   peculiar   state   of   plumage,   which,   on
being   shewn   to   other   persons,   were   thought   by   them   to   be   of   different
species   from   what   the   birds   actually   were.   This   occurrence   is   the   more
worthy  of   notice,   as  it   is   exhibited  on  all   the  species  of   this  genus  on  the
heads  of  which,  when  in  full  plumage,  a  very  narrow  line  exists.

Racoons   and   Black-snakes   are   dangerous   enemies   to   this   bird.   The
former  frequently  put  one  of  their  fore  legs  into  the  hole  where  it  has  nestled
or  retired  to  rest,  and  if  the  hole  be  not  too  deep,  draw  out  the  eggs  and
suck   them,   and   frequently   by   the   same   means   secure   the   bird   itself.   The
Black-snake   contents   itself   with   the   eggs   or   young.   Several   species   of
Hawks   attack   them  on   the   wing,   and   as   the   Woodpeckers   generally   escape
by  making  for  a  hole  in  the  nearest  tree,  it  is  pleasing  to  see  the  disappoint-

ment of  the  Hawk,  when,  as  it  has  just  been  on  the  point  of  seizing  the
terrified   bird,   the   latter   dives,   as   it   were,   into   the   hole.   Should   the   Wood-

pecker not  know  of  a  hole  near  enough  to  afford  it  security,  it  alights  on  a
trunk,   and   moves   round   it   with   such   celerity   as   frequently   to   enable   it   to
elude  its  pursuer.

Their   flesh   is   esteemed   good   by   many   of   the   sportsmen   of   the   Middle
Districts,   and   is   frequently   eaten.   Some   are   now   and   then   exposed   in   the
markets   of   New   York   and   Philadelphia;   but   I   look   upon   the   flesh   as   very
disagreeable,  it  having  a  strong  flavour  of  ants.

The  neck  of  this  species  is  larger  than  that  of  any  other  with  which  I  am
acquainted,   and   consequently   the   skin   of   this   bird   is   more   easily   pulled
over  the  head,  which  it  is  difficult  to  do  in  the  other  species,  on  account  of
the  slenderness  of  their  neck,  and  the  great  size  of  the  head.

This  species  visits  the  Fur  Countries  in  summer,  advancing  as  far  north  as
Great   Bear   Lake,   and,   according   to   Dr.   Richardson,   resorting   in   the
greatest  numbers  to  the  plains  of  the  Saskatchewan,  where  it  frequents  open
downs,  and  feeds  on  larvae.  Mr.  Townsend  has  traced  it   high  on  the  upper
Missouri,   but   saw  none   near   the   Columbia,   where   it   is   represented   by   the
Red-shafted  Woodpecker,   which  is   there  as   abundant   as   the  present   species
is   in   our   Eastern   Districts.   I   have   met   with   it   from  Texas   to   the   northern

extremity   of   Nova  Scotia,   but   saw  none  in   Labrador.   The  eggs   measure  an
inch   and   a   twelfth   in   length,   by   nearly   seven-eighths   in   breadth.   Mr.   T.
MacCulloch   has   favoured   me   with   the   following   notice   respecting   this
species.

"While   rambling   through   the   woods   one   afternoon   with   my   brothers,   I
observed  a  considerable  quantity  of  chips,  which  seemed,  from  the  freshness
of   their   colour,   to   have   been   but   recently   detached   from   the   tall   decayed
stump,  at  the  foot  of  which  they  were  laid.  A  glance  at  a  round  hole  near
the  top  of  the  stump  was  sufficient  to  apprize  us  of  their  origin,  and  a  few
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